CONST:}IER RECORDERS
Please note - this is a brief resumd and is no suhstitutefor the
much fuller infurmation in section l5 of *[/nderstantling Auclio.,,

Before buying. 1'ou might like to consider the follo*.ing points:

*
*

Does the rnachine feel solid, or flimsy and plasticrl,
There are mallv dictation machines, iPODs etc. with rudimentan recording features.

Idon'tregardtheseas"serious." Ifituillrecordin44l16pcm.\\a\ uncompressedformat
a serious recorder. If it will only record in compressed i'onnat. it is
probably a glorified dictation machine.

(*&***), it is probabll'

**

*
*
*
*

machines q'ill have AGC - can the recording level also bc controlled manually?
Is the manual option eas.v to locate (not buried cleep in menus.)
Is it easl,to set and adjust whilst recording?
Is the displal'readable in sunlight?

All

Do the controls fall easill to hand?
Is it adequately difficult to press the rvrong button?
eg separate "record" and "stop" buttons reducc accidents.
cg if "stop" button onl.v acts after being held for 2-3 secs, accidental operation is unlikely.
Holv quickly can you stafi recording from "completeiy off'?
Is battery life adequate to allorv carry'ing recorder for long periods in "rccord ready"?
Do the "power saving shutdoln" features have sensible setting options (including "disabled"?)
Does machine use easy-to-obtain standard batteries (usually AA)?
Will it accept the lower voltage of NiMh rechargeable batteries?
Has money been wasted on features you don't need (reverb, metronome etc'l)
Claims like "simulates the sound of well-knou'n professional mics" suggest kidology. You can't "add
quality" to an indifferent signal. Belvare of other claims fiom this manufacturer.

*
*

Higher sampling rates than 44.lkHz (or 48kHz) are a \rasre of moner,.
Bit depths greater than l6 arc a waste of monel'.

**
**&*
*

Does mic input have a srvitchable higli-pass filter?
How wide is the USEFUL, LTNDISTORTED range of gain adjuslment?
Are there srvitchable sensitivity ranges to marimise the totalrange of adjustment?

*+

**

How,tolerant of w,ind is the built-in mic?
builtin mic resistant to handling noise?
Make a trial voice recording to assess if w'ind tolerance has been achicved by'reducing the low
frequency response to an excessive degree.
Can you plug in an external rnic & is the input sensitive enough? **
Is "plug-in power" available?

+

[s memory removable or built in?

**

ls the

These points are discussed in more detail on:

*
**
**x

"understanding Audio"

"Al1AboutMicrophones"
"BetterSoundtracks"

All available from Horvard Gregory, 64 MillLane,
Qteries to. more details etc

Heatley, Lymm, Cheshire. WA13 gSQ.

l'rom, chairman@wilmslowguildav.org.qk

Phone 01925 75 3303.

